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Trees


Scott reports that Margay Blackman has brought up the possibility of easements to village owned
trees, and is not in favor of giving trees to land owners. Scott suggests a written agreement with the
land owner. Art suggests letting the practice become a policy, not a law. Carol suggests not doing
set-back trees at all, but to concentrate on trees in the ROW or on public land. Committee decided
to make Carol’s idea their recommendation and to take other language out of the draft Tree
amendments.

Parking Passes


Committee agrees that the regulations and application look alright. Note that the passes apply only
to the hours of 2-7 am. Scott will add this language to the application. Costs to the residents are
arbitrary so far. The committee deleted and changed to costs based on expenses. The hang-tags
can be made in-house. The committee’s recommended prices are as follows: resident - $25,
employee - $30, business - $40, commercial vehicle - $50, motorcycle - $25, additional vehicles - $5
each, max. three per owner, transfer of permit - $10.



Committee went through the parking draft for Art’s grammatical comments.

Housing conversion moratorium


After the public hearing on the moratorium, CRC will be able to suggest changes to chapters 36 and
58, either in answer to trustee requests or as part of our review of ch. 58.



How to approach ch. 58, Scott suggests scrapping the old and starting with a template borrowed
from another village. He will share on-line links and/or text at the next meeting.

Meeting adjourned 7:15
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Next meeting on 22 February, 6 pm.

